We have examined the properties of helium bubbles in Fe using two different Fe-He potentials. The atomic configurations and formation energies of different He-vacancy complexes are determined and their stability in the region of nearby collision cascades is investigated. The results show that the optimal He to Fe vacancy ratio increases from about 1:1 for approximately 5 vacancies up to about 4:1 for 36 vacancies. Collision cascades initiated near the complex show that Fe vacancies produced by the cascades can be added to it more easily than Fe interstitials. The energy barrier for an isolated He interstitial to diffuse was found to be 0.06 eV. Thus a possible mechanism for He bubble growth would be the addition of vacancies during a radiation event, induced by a nuclear reaction, followed by the subsequent accumulation of mobile He interstitials.
INTRODUCTION
Reduced-activation ferritic/martensitic steels are candidate materials for use in nuclear reactors. The presence of transmutation-created helium plays an important role in the microstructural evolution of these steels under neutron irradiation. Helium has a large effect on cascade damage: substitutional He recombines with self interstitial atoms (SIAs), leading to fewer surviving defects, while interstitial helium binds strongly to SIA clusters, stabilising and trapping them, leading to more surviving defects.
Small helium-vacancy (He n V m ) clusters may play an important role in the nucleation of He bubbles. However, the atomistic properties of He in metals are difficult to identify experimentally. Thus atomistic simulations such as molecular dynamics (MD) provide useful tools to study the formation and the stability of these clusters. Here, we present the results of a study on the formation of small helium-vacancy clusters in bcc iron and their interaction with nearby collision cascades, which will provide insight into the growth of the bubble.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The formation energies of the helium-vacancy clusters He n V m are evaluated using different empirical potentials. For the Fe-He potential, we use two different ones. The first is a three body Fe-He potential [1] . The other potential contains many body parts [2] . The first one is combined with the 1997 Ackland et al. potential [3] for Fe while the latter one uses the Ackland and Mendelev potential (AM-potential) [4] . Here, the formation energy is defined as the difference in total energy between a crystal containing a defect and a perfect crystal of the same number of Fe atoms with the corresponding number of helium atoms in a fcc structure.
where ! represents the formation energy. ! represents the energy of the lattice containing the bubble; !"# is the formation energy of a single vacancy in bcc-iron, which is defined as the difference between the energy of a bcc-Fe lattice of (N-1) atoms containing one vacancy and the energy of a perfect Fe crystal with N-1 atoms.
!" is the number of Fe atoms in the lattice containing the bubble. !" is the cohesive energy of Fe. !" !"# is the energy of a helium substitutional atom, defined in He as follows,
. This is the difference between the energy of a reference bcc Fe lattice containing a substitutional He and the number of Fe atoms in the reference lattice multiplied by the cohesive energy of Fe.
In the calculations for the formation energy, the box size is set to 30a 0 ×30a 0 ×30a 0 , where a 0 is the lattice parameter. For all calculations periodic boundary conditions and constant volume are used. The clusters have been generated with the following procedure. We start by creating the pure bcc Fe lattice, then remove atoms to get an approximately spherical vacancy cluster. Next, generate close packed He of approximately the same size as the vacancy. Move He into the Fe lattice. The system is relaxed using a conjugate gradient algorithm. For each ratio several initial random configurations are tested and the one with the lowest formation energy is kept.
To simulate the cascade event, molecular dynamics is used. The system is first thermalised before a cascade event. We choose a value of 500 K for the system temperature, similar to reactor operating conditions. After that a 1 keV cascade is initiated near the bubble. This is achieved by imparting 1 keV energy to a primary knock-on atom (PKA). To ensure results are reliable, cascades must rigorously sample all unique directions within the crystal. With cubic systems, this calculation can be reduced somewhat due to high symmetry resulting in a resulting in an irreducible volume that is deemed representative of the whole structure but for He bubbles the symmetry is destroyed. Figure 1 illustrates the range of trajectories chosen for the calculation and the three positions chosen for the PKA. In all 66 directions are selected. Furthermore, for ensuring reasonable statistics, different times of thermalisation are used. In addition to the cascade calculations we also determined the energy barrier for an isolated He atom to diffuse in a perfect bcc Fe lattice. Fig. 2 shows the formation energy calculated from the two different Fe-He potentials. Both empirical potentials reveal the same trends; that is to say there is an optimal He to vacancy ratio for each curve (calculated with a fixed number of vacancies). The formation energy decreases inserting more helium atoms into the vacancy unit until the cluster reaches an optimal size. The optimum ratio increases from around 1 : 1 for small bubbles up to 4 : 1 for large bubbles. When comparing the two potentials, it can be seen that the three body potential gives a formation energy at least 1.5 eV higher than the many body potential except for the extremely small clusters (with 2 vacancies) and the optimal ratio for the many body potential is slightly higher than for the three body potential. The energy barrier for isolated He to diffuse was found to be very small at 0.06 eV and therefore the diffusion is observable on MD time scales. 
RESULTS

Formation Energy
Collision Cascades
Both the two potentials demonstrate the conclusion that collision cascades can increase the size of the helium bubble. We can calculate the volume of the helium bubble as a function of time. Fig. 3 shows some typical examples. 3 shows that during the collisional process, especially at the beginning, the cascade will cause the expansion of the helium bubble, then the bubble contracts as the time goes on and finally its volume becomes stable. Moreover, we find that the volume of the helium bubble is increased compared to the original one when the cascades pass through it while the volume does not change so much if the cascade is far away from the bubble.
In order to determine the reason for the change in bubble size we examine the increase/decrease in Fe vacancies in the bubble by statistical averaging over all the generated cascades. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show examples for three helium-vacancy clusters where the number of vacancies is kept constant. . This is the same calculation as in figure 4 but for the many body potential.
As might be expected, at low helium-to-vacancy ratio, the emission of vacancies is clearly favoured. This changes at an optimal helium-to-vacancy ratio, where the cascade can cause the emission of Fe interstitials. When the helium density increases again, this phenomenon becomes more obvious. Both Fe-He potentials demonstrate this conclusion with the many body potential, showing the effect more strongly than the three body potential. Above the optimal ratio, helium dissociation and the emission of interstitials become more favoured. Figure 6 shows a typical example. Figure 6 . Two frames in the simulation of a collision cascade near a He 200 V 36 complex using the many body potential. The left one is after 100 fs just as the cascade reaches the bubble while the right one is after 1500 fs when the cascade has passed into the bubble.
CONCLUSIONS
The stability of helium vacancy clusters in bcc iron has been investigated using static atomistic simulation and molecular dynamics. Two potential functions are compared which show similar results for the formation energies of the He-vacancy clusters. As might be expected in the presence of collision cascades He-vacancy complexes with a sub optimal ratio of He atoms absorb Fe interstitials but for optimal and super optimal ratios the cascades cause the emission of Fe interstitials from the complexes more favourably. Furthermore, a very low migration energy (0.06 eV) for diffusion of interstitial He in Fe is obtained, which shows the helium atoms can diffuse over MD time scales. A possible mechanism for the growth of He bubbles is therefore the creation of excess vacancies in the complexes by irradiation followed by the diffusion of isolated He interstitials.
